INTRODUCTION
In an effort to develop for an n-tuple of commuting contractions a theory analogous to the famous model theory of Sz. Nagy and Foias [Sz-NF] for a single contraction, Douglas and Paulsen [DP] reformulated much of dilation theory in the context of Hilbert modules. A class of "nice" modules, the so-called Shilov modules, was introduced and contractive Hilbert modules were studied via their Shilov resolutions. These Shilov resolutions are tightly connected to Arveson's dilation theorem [Arv] . Douglas and Paulsen also related the notion of commutant lifting [Sz-NF] to the concept of "hypoprojective" modules. However, it seemed that neither of these types of modules was the proper operator algebraic analogue of a projective module in homological algebra. Recently, Muhly and Solel [MS] have introduced the concept of orthogonally projective Hilbert modules in an effort to better understand the concept of "hypoprojective" (henceforth called strongly orthogonally projective as in [MS] ) Hilbert modules. We study all of these Hilbert modules over semicrossed products in the hope that it may aid in the development of the proper operator algebraic analogue of projective modules.
A semicrossed product of the disk algebra, denoted Z+ x, A(D), is a non-selfadjoint operator algebra associated to the pair (A(D), a) where a is an automorphism of the disk algebra A(D). Its construction is similar to that of its C*-envelope-the full crossed product Z x, 0() [BP] . Furthermore, the contractive representations of Z+ x, A(D) on a Hilbert space KH are known to be completely 1722 DALE R. BUSKE contractive and to correspond to pairs of contractions S and T on 1H satisfying TS = Sa(T). The main result of Section 2, Theorem 2.3, characterizes the Shilov and orthogonally projective Hilbert modules P over Z+ x, A(D) as those corresponding to pairs of isometries S and T on P satisfying TS = Sa(T). Sections 3 and 4 investigate further these Shilov modules.
SHILOV MODULES
Let A be an operator algebra with C*-envelope C*(A [Arv] . The purpose of this section is to characterize the Shilov modules over Z+ x c A(D). To this end, we utilize the notion of an orthogonally projective module first introduced by Muhly and Solel [MS] .
A contractive Hilbert module P over an operator algebra A is orthogonally projective if every short exact isometric sequence 
Proof. That (i) => (ii) follows from Lemma 2.2. For (ii) => (iii), since P is contractive, it is completely contractive [BP, Corollary III.14] so that P is Shilov [MS, Proposition 3.2]. We show (iii) => (i). Since the C*-envelope of Z+ x, A(D), C*(Z+ xoy A(D)), is the full crossed product Z xo, C(W) [BP, Proposition III.13] and P is Shilov, there exists a module M over Z xo, C(0 ) such that P is isomorphic to a submodule of M where M is viewed as a module over Z+ x g A(D). We investigate the modules M over

